
Website Tips & Tricks - Lesson 4 – Findability part 2 
 
 Continuing with the subject of Findability… 
  
Before we start with today’s information, I’d like to point out there are a set of videos – 
screencasts – as part of this lesson. I like to show step by step instructions for rather technical 
information. Today’s lesson includes five “how-to” screencasts. Access to the screencasts is 
explained at the end of this document. 
  
I’ll be around to help sort out any issues that arise from accessing these videos. 
  
Before we start in on this lesson, I want to say a few words about networking. Networking is a 
skill most professionals master in the real world, but authors struggle with in the online world. 
Yes, the topic of this course is website tips & tricks, but we need to learn to draw traffic to our 
websites. To make our websites into the central hub of our communications with readers.  As we 
will discuss throughout these lessons, supercharging a website involves steps that, on the surface, 
have nothing to do with the website itself, but have a lot to do with the topic of networking. 
  
In today’s lesson, we are going to continue with the subject of findability and turn our attention 
to locations readers can find us and follow links back to our website. 
  
  
What does your Google snippet look like? 
  
We ended the last lesson with a request to screenshot or copy what your Google snippet looks 
like. To refresh your memory - mine looks like this: 
 
 

 
 
A Google snippet is made up of a title/description in purple, a hyperlink in green, and the 
description in black. Is your description or “blurb” helpful? You’ll notice that mine is truncated - 
it cuts off at 156 characters. I guess I need to work on my blurb as well as you do J 
  
Google is a funny duck. Unless it is fed information, it picks and chooses information from a 
variety of sources. We like to feed this information to Google rather than leaving it to chance. 
  
Ideally, you want your Google listing to be accurate but also be helpful so searchers understand 
who you are and what you write - all in 156 characters J 



 
We are going to talk about how to force the content of your Google listing by supplying your 
website with some information. Before we do that, I want you to take a piece of paper – or a 
computer screen – and create the content, the description of your website you want to add – all 
156 characters! Perhaps Google some of YOUR favorite authors to see what they are sharing as 
part of their snippet. 
  
Once you have something you are happy with, view the appropriate “Google Snippet” video. 
(explanation below) The video will help you understand where this information can be fed in to 
your website.  Keep in mind, this isn’t a perfect science, but you can tip the odds in your favor 
by taking a few steps. 
  
Of course, your website appears on Google, but where else? The answer to this should be: A lot 
of places! It should be in the back matter of your books, on your Goodreads Author Page, your 
Amazon Author Page, and on social media to name a few. The next few paragraphs will address 
the placement of your website information in these places. 
  
  
Website information in the back of books 
 
Staying with the subject of findability, in addition to finding you on Google, readers also “find” 
you through information in the back matter of your books. Having an author bio as well as 
contact points is a time-honored tradition in publishing. I don’t want you to go on memory, pull 
out one of your books, or perhaps open a file on your computer, and see what exists in the back 
of your books - both print and e-book. (if you haven’t published yet – pull a paperback book off 
a bookshelf from one of your favorite authors and then look at some selections on a Kindle app) 
Are there clickable links? Is the URL spelled out? 
  
Let’s talk about some technical aspects to this before we move on.  Stating the obvious, most of 
us who are published have print books as well as e-books - either Kindle or ePub or both.  I think 
it’s safe to say that most of us are very familiar with print books, but not all authors have moved 
to reading digitally. If you are not very familiar with digital versions of your book, consider this 
your chance to become familiar. 
  
There are probably hundreds of different ways to read an electronic book. From standalone E-
readers, such as a Kindle or a Kobo reader, to a phone or tablet, or a laptop or desktop computer 
- the examples are endless. To add to this, not all e-readers are equal. My well-used iPad with its 
overstuffed Kindle app has more skills than my daughter’s basic Kindle. My iPad connects to the 
Internet and has browser capabilities.  My daughter’s basic Kindle does not connect to the 
Internet with browser capabilities and has no other capabilities than the ability to display the text 
of the book. 
  

Technical note: There are many different e-readers available on the market. For the 
sake of my example of a Basic Kindle – I am referring to Amazon’s most popular Kindle 
– the bottom of their product line – the cheapest Kindle available. And yes, there are 



many different Kindles with many different capabilities. Keep in mind that Amazon 
claims to have sold tens of millions of Kindles since they first entered the market in 2007. 

  
Logically, what I can do on my iPad is not the same as what my daughter can do on her Kindle. 
On my iPad, while reading the book, I can tap on a hyperlink and view a website on the 
Internet.  On my daughter’s Kindle, I can see a hyperlink but I can’t do anything with it. 
  
Taking this knowledge, you should understand that a website which exists as a hyperlink, can 
easily be accessed while reading my iPad, but not from my daughter’s basic Kindle. What this 
means is if your website exists as an embedded link that looks like this: Author website,  readers 
on a basic Kindle can’t access that link and don’t know what the URL is because it is embedded. 
  
Because of this, always make sure that links are written out in full for better clarity.  (example: 
Author website: barbdrozdowich.com) You can still hyperlink them, but for readers using basic 
E-readers, give them the information they can follow up on via their desktop computer. 
  
Let’s move the discussion to our print books. Look at the information in the back matter of your 
print book. Is the direct URL typed out or is there just a general statement encouraging readers to 
visit a website? 
  
Little details like this can make a big difference when networking with readers. We want to be as 
helpful as possible and capture their interest in joining us in other ways when they are 
(hopefully) excited about our books and eager to learn more. 
  
In addition to providing a link to our website, authors are often advised to place links to a 
mailing list in the back matter of our books also. Although our topic is not mailing lists – the 
same principle applies – spell out the link – be helpful. J 
  
  
Website information on Goodreads 
 
Goodreads is the site that authors seem to either love or hate.  I’m in the category of those who 
love Goodreads. The voracious reader in me just LOVES to wallow in all that book-loving 
energy!  However, since I teach a course on Goodreads, I am well aware that the site itself is 
somewhat like a rabbit’s warren. A bit off-putting to people who are not so technical. 
  
The thing with Goodreads is that not only are there 90 million account holders, but it is owned 
by Amazon. Every book that is published on Amazon eventually ends up being listed on 
Goodreads. 
  
Because there are 90 million readers on Goodreads, its essential that you provide as much 
information as possible to help readers make a buying decision. One of those things that you can 
do once your book has been published, is connected to your blog’s feed to your author profile. 
Most people are aware that they can list the URL of a website and do that, but not all are aware 
of the extra ability to connect with readers provided for those who have blogs. 
  



Note: This function is only available to those who have blogs – if you have a website builder 
site, it likely doesn’t have a blog function. 
  
So, is this a big deal?  Sometimes yes; sometimes no.  I see a huge positive effect from having 
readers on Goodreads able to access my blog posts.  In my mind, if it only sells a small handful 
of books, it’s a good use of time on my behalf to enter the information on Goodreads. 
  
For those who aren’t familiar with a blog’s feed URL – it is typically your domain (or URL) with 
/feed added at the end. My feed URL for my author site would be http://barbdrozdowich/feed 
  
  
 Please refer to the video labeled “Goodreads blog feed” on how to add your blog feed to your 
Goodreads Author profile. 
  

Note – adding a blog’s feed is a power that only published authors can do. If you 
haven’t published yet, store this information away for when your book has been 
published. 

  
Website information on Amazon 
  
Most of us are aware that our primary point-of-sale is Amazon. The other thing that most of us 
are aware of is that the information provided to readers differs across different versions of 
Amazon. So for example what I see on Amazon.ca about my books is different than what I see 
on Amazon.com about my books. 
  
 

 
  



In the above graphic, you can see what my author page looks like on Amazon.com.  Amazon 
allows authors to include a profile picture, a short bio, and connect the feed to their blog. As you 
can see in the above graphic the last four blog posts from my blog are visible to anyone looking 
at my books on my author page. 
  
This is a positive and a negative. I tend to blog regularly so anyone seeing this information will 
realize that the blog posts are relatively current. If you only blog once or twice a year this fact 
will also will be visible. 
  
One principle that we will come back to frequently in this course is to accentuate the positives 
and hide the negatives. If you only blog once or twice a year don’t hook up your blog feed to 
Amazon and broadcast that information. If you are going to blog regularly, feel free to share that 
information with readers. 
  
The starting point for entering this information is via Author Central. The URL is: 
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/home 
  
I have a quick video illustrating how to enter the information on your account. Please find this 
video (Amazon Author Page Blog URL) as part of the videos available for this lesson. 
  

Note – an Author Central account is only available to a published author. If you haven’t 
published yet – store this information away for action once your book has been 
published. 

  
  
Website information on social media 
  
All social media platforms allow you to create a short bio and enter a website URL. 
  
Take a few moments and check right now to make sure this information is available on all the 
social media platforms that you have. 
  
One of the things that people don’t necessarily realize about social media platforms is that they 
also can serve as search engines.  Just like we bring up  Google.com and search for the closest 
hairdresser, the same thing can be done on most of the social media sites. I admit that my 
preference is to search on Google, but folks who spend the majority of their time on Facebook 
would search Facebook before they would search Google. The same can be said of Twitter or 
Instagram or any of the social media platforms. 
  
Although we assume that readers are going to find us primarily through Amazon or another book 
retailer, Google, or in the back matter of our books in fact we can be found in a variety of 
different ways. 
  
Regardless of how our readers try to find us, let’s attempt to be as helpful as possible. 



  
Today’s homework: 
1) See if you can follow the instructions in the screencasts to force your Google snippet. 
2) Have a look at the information in the back matter of your books. Look at the link to your 
website, etc. and see if it is as helpful as possible and if not, make a note to change that. 
3) Follow the instructions in the screencast to make adjustments in Goodreads if necessary. 
4) Follow the instructions in the screencast to make adjustments to Amazon where necessary. 
5) Have a look at your bio information on all social media platforms you participate in and adjust 
if necessary. 
  
That’s it for today’s lesson. In the next lesson, we’re going to look at the content on our 
websites.  
 
 
Instructions to access the screencasts for this and future lessons. 
 
I have placed the lessons on a platform called Teachable – which houses my other courses. This 
platform allows for the creation of an account and for the platform to remember what videos you 
have watched and which you haven’t. This is quite handy. 
 
All these videos are part of the course and you can come back to them over and over, but please 
keep the access point of these videos to yourself – don’t share with your friends. 
 
The starting point is this link: 
 
https://the-author-s-technical-help-desk.teachable.com/p/website-tips-tricks 
 
Once you get to this link you will need to create an account for yourself. If you have taken a 
course hosted on the Teachable site, you may already have an account – just log in. The videos 
are associated with lesson numbers. Don’t hesitate to reach out with questions if you have some! 


